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UNITARY  BORDISM  OF  ABELIAN  GROUPS

ERICH  OSSA1

Abstract. It is shown that for a finite abelian group G the

bordism group of unitary (7-manifolds is a free f/,-module on even

dimensional generators.

Introduction. In this note we study from the bordism point of view

actions of a finite abelian group G on unitary manifolds such that the

action commutes with the stable complex structure on the tangent bundle.

The corresponding bordism group U*(G) is a graded module over the

complex bordism ring [/*.

In [4] Stong had shown that for a finite /^-primary group G the module

U+(G) is free on even dimensional generators. Landweber [3] proved the

same result for finite cyclic G.

Using Stong's result we give a simple proof of the following.

Theorem 1. Let G be a finite abelian group. Then U*(G) is a free U„-

module on even dimensional generators.

In [2] it was shown how such results for finite groups imply similar ones

for higher dimensional groups. In fact, from the knowledge of Theorem 1

the methods of [2] give immediately

Theorem 2. Let G be a compact abelian Lie group and let U^ (G) be the

bordism module of actions such that each isotropy subgroup has codimension

at least j. Then V{¿){G) is a free U „-module on generators in dimension con-

gruent to j modulo 2.

In [2] this theorem was proved for a monogenic group G, using Land-

weber's result instead of Theorem 1.

Throughout the paper G will be a finite abelian group. The order of G is

denoted by |G|.

1. Preliminaries. We shall have to consider also bordism modules of

G-vectorbundles. The most general bordism group arising in this con-

nection is defined as follows :
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Let k\, ■ • ■ , km be nonnegative integers and let F, Ft, • • • , Fm be fam-

ilies of subgroups of G. Consider complex G-vectorbundles £,,•••, Em

over closed unitary G-manifolds M (in the sense of the Introduction) with

the following properties :

(i) All isotropy groups in M are elements of F,

(ii) £¿ is of dimension k¡ and all isotropy groups in the sphere bundle of

£¡ are elements of Ft.

The corresponding bordism group of such objects (M, £1; • • • , Em)

will be denoted by L\{G; F; (ku Fj), • • •, (km, FJ). If any of the
families F, Flt • • •, Fm is the family of all subgroups of G we delete it

from the notation; moreover, we will simply write ik) instead of kit • • •,

km-

We shall actually prove

Theorem 1'. Let G be a finite abelian group. Then Um(G; ik)) is a free

V'¿-module on even dimensional generators.

This induces a similar generalization of Theorem 2.

Our basic tool is the well-known exact sequence introduced by Conner

[1]. Let F be as above and let H be an element of F Define FH=

{H'eF\H^H'} and F'=F-FH. Then the following sequence of £/„,-

modules is exact:

L/,(G;F';(/c))_U U¿G;F;(k))

0[/»(G;FA;(fco,F'),(/c))
fco>0

Here /' is the obvious forgetful map,

KM, Ex, • • •, EJ - 2 (M?« "«> £il M"- •••>£»> \M")
i

where M" is a component of the fixed point set of H in M and v( its

normal bundle, and finally d(M, E0, Et, • ■ • , Em) = (S, 7r*£1, • • • , -n*Em)

where -n : S-+M is the projection of the sphere bundle S of £0. The exactness

follows from obvious geometric arguments.

For an element (M, £0, £,,-••, Em) in U*(G; FH; (k0, F'), (k)) the

action of H is just given by representations of H. It is possible to describe

the G-action by means of these representations and a Gj//-action. Then

in many cases U*(G; FH; (k0, F'), (k)) is isomorphic to a direct sum of

bordism modules U*(G¡H; F; (k)) (see for instance [2, proof of Lemma 1]

where a similar situation is studied in detail). Later on we shall use such

isomorphisms without further notice.
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2. Proof of Theorem 1'. Write the finite abelian group G in the form

G=KxL where the orders |AT| and \L\ are relatively prime. Let d=\K\ and

let Rd he the ring Rd=Z[l\d] c Q.

Proposition 2. Let F be a family of subgroups of L and let f:

U^KxL; F; (k))-+U*(L; F; (k)) be defined by forgetting the action of K.

Thenf®id:U*(KxL; F; (k))®Rd-*U*(L; F; (k))®Rd is an isomorphism.

Remark. The inverse isomorphism is then given by multiplication with

[K]®l/d where [A'] is the bordism class of the free A-manifold K.

Proof of Proposition 2. We proceed by induction over L and the

family F.

If F={{1}} contains only the trivial group we have U*(KxL; F; (k))^

U„(BKxBLxTjBU(ki)) where the right-hand side is the usual bordism

group of the classifying space B(Kx LxYJ U(k¡)). But since Ht(BK; Rd)=

0 it follows that

UA[BK x BL x fi BU(kS) ®RdS* UA[bL x Y\ BU(k,)) ® Rd

^U*(L;F;(k))®Rd

and this isomorphism is given by xt-*f(x)®l/d. Hence/®id is an isomor-

phism for F={{1}}.

Now let F be arbitrary and H a maximal element of F. Set F'=F—{H}.

Then one has the following commutative diagram of exact sequences:

a

\-+U*(Kx L;F';(k)) -i> U*(K x L;F;(k)) -L> © U^KxLIH; {{1 }};(£)) J

Y Y f

p     U*(L;F';((k))     -U-      U*(L;F,(k))     ^U-   ©({/„,(£/#; {{1}}; (£))   -j

Tensoring with Rd, the induction hypothesis, and the 5-lemma give

then the desired result.

Proposition 3. Assume that U*(L; (k))®Rd is a free U*®Rd-module on

even dimensional generators for all (k). Let F be a family of subgroups of K,

<D the family of all subgroups of L and Fx<&={HxH'\HeF, H'e<f>). Then

U*(KxL; FxO; (k))®Rd is a free U*®Rd-module on even dimensional

generators.

Proof. We proceed by induction over K and F. The case F={{1}} is

just Proposition 2 together with the assumption.
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Let H be a maximal element of F and F'=F—{//}. Then we have the

exact sequence

U¿(K x L;F' x 6; (k)) -U U¿(K x L; F x 6; (k))

0 U¿(K/H XL; 6; (k))

Tensoring with Rd, applying the induction hypotheses, and separating

even and odd dimensions (i and / preserve dimensions, d lowers dimensions

by 1) yields the result.

Corollary 4. // U¿(L; (k))®Rd is a free U¿®Rd-module on even

dimensional generators for all (k), then the same statement holds for

U¿(KxL;(k))®Rd.

Proof. Since \K\ and |£| are relatively prime, any subgroup of KxL

is a direct product of subgroups of K and L.

Now we are able to prove Theorem 1 ' by induction over the number of

primary factors of G. For G /^-primary the result was proved in [4]. For

arbitrary G the induction hypothesis and Corollary 4 show that for any

integer d>\ dividing \G\ the U ¿®Rd-modv\e U¿(G; (k))®Rd is free on

even dimensional generators. The assertion follows now from the trivial:

Lemma 5. Let M be a graded U¿-module of finite type (that is

M/@,j:V M" is finitely generated for any N). Let dx, d2 be relatively prime

and assume that M®Rd. is a free U¿®Rd-module on even dimensional

generators. Then M is a free U¿-module on even dimensional generators.
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